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Wetroom system 
Culnat’s Wyng Wetroom System is comprised of the Showlet, an all-in-one shower and 
toilet combination, and the Shower Wall-Rail system, a mounted rail system that allows 
space under the rail to safely turn a wheelchair around. They can be used separately 
or together, complemented by the shower units, pans and safety handrails. The no-leak 
Culwell Flange makes it all possible by sealing directly to the toilet and the fl oor. Spaces, 
as small as 5’ x 7’, can be converted into full wheelchair-accessible bathing rooms. 
Culnat.    www.culnat.com

CW standard pipe 
Wheatland Tube’s SureThread is the new name of the company’s continuous weld (CW) 
standard pipe product. The SureThread name echoes the hot-formed, uniform grain, 
which makes this pipe extremely strong, yet easily machinable. Although the name is new, 
Wheatland Tube has used this same manufacturing process since 1931. 
SureThread. http://wheatland.com/surethread

Flexible foam shower track 
Sterling introduces ComforTrack Technology — a fl exible bottom track that supports the shower door’s 
glide and yields an easier, safer day-to-day use for the family. ComforTrack’s cushioned threshold 
bends to applied pressure, allowing the user to kneel, sit or lean on the track, making it easier and 
more comfortable to bathe a child or a pet, access the shower or clean the bathing/showering 
space. That track also features a low profi le and sleek shape that is easy to keep clean. ComforTrack 
is featured on Sterling’s Prevail shower doors. 
Sterling.    www.SterlingPlumbing.com

Electric mini tank 
The Eemax electric mini tank can save the wait for hot 

water to reach a faucet. Simply tap into the hot water line and install the heater directly 
at the sink for instantaneous hot water. There is also no need for costly recirculating lines 
and pumps. These units are lightweight, compact and plug into a standard 120-volt outlet. 
Sizes include: 1, 2.5, 4 and 6 gal. The mini tank is wall- or fl oor-mountable, has a glass-lined 
tank for longer life and quick recovery time. 
 Eemax.    www.eemax.com

Straight copper stub-outs
Aquatherm’s polypropylene-random piping systems feature a straight, threadless 
transition from PP-R pipe to copper-sweated connections. With straight Aquatherm-to-
copper stub-outs — which come in 1/2”, 3/4” and 1” diameters and are 11”, 11”, 18” long 
respectively — installers can easily transition to a fan-coil unit, zone valve, heat pump or 
other HVAC components with sweated connections using PP-R. It is mold-injected PP-R 
and is connected via heat fusion. The copper portion is connected using standard copper 
solder joints or compression fi ttings. 
Aquatherm.    www.aquatherm.com

Luxury t ub and basin
Victoria + Albert’s Amiata Collection is the outcome of a collaboration between the British 
brand and Italian design house Meneghello Paolelli Associates. Crafted from Victoria + Albert’s 
signature Englishcast composition — a naturally white material rich in volcanic limestone that 
is warm to the touch and hand fi nished — the tub will never creak or fl ex, is highly durable and 
easy to clean. It measures 64 1/4” long, 31 1/2” wide and 24” deep. The coordinated Amiata 
60 basin mirrors the tub and measures 23 5/8” long by 16 1/4” wide by 6 1/8” deep. 
Victoria + Albert.     www.vandabaths.com 
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